Preliminary investigation of the association between psychotropic medication use and accidents, minor injuries and cognitive failures.
Psychotropic medication may impair psychomotor and cognitive function, and so increase accident susceptibility. However, few studies examine any association in the framework of other demographic, health and occupational factors. To examine the relationship between sleeping tablets and antidepressants, and accidents, minor injuries and cognitive failures. Postal questionnaire study of 3111 individuals who participated in an earlier phase of the Bristol Stress and Health Study. Sleeping tablet use was associated with accidents, minor injuries and cognitive failures both at work and outside work. Antidepressant use was associated with accidents and cognitive failures both at work and outside work. Adjusting for health, demographic and occupational factors explained many of these associations, but sleeping tablet use was independently associated with accidents (both at work and outside work), and antidepressant use with cognitive failures (outside work). Antidepressant and sleeping tablet use were apparently associated with accidents, minor injuries and cognitive failures. Although most of the associations could be accounted for by other factors the results suggested links between sleeping tablet use and accidents, and between antidepressant use and cognitive failures.